Body Shop Council
“Don’t worry about MSO consolidation,
become one of the Elite!”
With MSO consolidation full speed ahead and no end in sight, what are your
plans to remain relevant to your customers and insurance partners? The best of
the best independent shops have figured out ways to not only remain relevant,
but many are actually thriving in heavily consolidated markets! How do they do
it? The best of the best are very KPI driven and they rely heavily on expert
coaching and the power that comes from belonging to a group of like-minded
shop leaders. With all the challenges facing the collision repairer these days,
wouldn’t it be nice to have the same resources that the best of the best independents are using? Now you do, it’s called the Elite Body Shop Council.

What is the Elite Body Shop Council?
The Elite Body Shop Council is a group of success-minded independent collision business owners/leaders
whose goals are not to only succeed, but to excel in today’s world of consolidators. The group is facilitated
by Collision Business Coach David Luehr of Elite Body Shop Solutions, LLC. Activities include Quarterly
Mastermind Meetings, Monthly Coaching Webinars, and many other educational resources. You are no
longer alone, members receive the benefit of being part of a powerful networking group. This group is not
an excuse for a pity party, it is for collision shop leaders serious about performance improvement. Members of this group will have access to the latest and greatest information being successfully used by the
best shops in the world!



Initial On-site Consultation



Monthly KPI Review & Coaching



Operational and Leadership Webinars



Blueprinting Clinics



Newsletter & Tips



Elite Body Shop Solutions Discounts



Quarterly Mastermind Meeting



Independent & Dealer Shops Only

For more information on how you can become a member of the Elite Body Shop Council, contact David Luehr at
503-580-4507 or email him at dluehr@msn.com

